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SUMMARY

The organization of cellulosemicrofibrils is critical for
the strength and growth of plant cell walls. Microtu-
bules have been shown to play a key role in control-
ling microfibril organization by guiding cellulose
synthase complexes [1–4]. However, cellulose syn-
thase trajectories can be maintained when microtu-
bules are removed by drugs, suggesting a separate
guidancemechanism is also at play [1, 5, 6]. By slow-
ing down microtubule dynamics, we reveal such a
mechanism by showing that cellulose synthase
complexes can interact with the trails left by other
complexes, causing them to follow the trails or
disappear. The stability of the trails, together with
the sensitivity of their directions to cellulase treat-
ment, indicates they most likely reflect nascent
cellulose microfibrils. Over many hours, this autono-
mous mechanism alone can lead to a change in the
dominant orientation of cellulose synthase trajec-
tories. However, the mechanism can be overridden
by the microtubule guidance system. Our findings
suggest a dual guidance model, in which an autono-
mous system, involving interaction between cellu-
lose synthases andmicrofibrils, can maintain aligned
cellulose synthase trajectories, while a microtubule
guidance system allows alignments to be steered
by environmental and developmental cues.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cellulose Synthase Complexes Interact with the Trails
Left by Other Complexes
The organization of fibers in the extracellular matrix is critical for

the mechanical support and protection of bacterial, plant, and

animal cells. These fibers are typically synthesized by complexes

at the plasma membrane, but the mechanisms determining the

trajectories of these complexes, and thus fiber alignments, are

still unclear [7–11].

In plants, cellulose microfibrils are aligned and bundled with

other microfibrils in the cell wall to form an interconnected, retic-

ulated network [12, 13]. Micofibrils are generated by cellulose

synthase complexes (CSCs) [14, 15]. The trails of nascent cellu-

lose microfibrils are thought to propel the complexes through

the plasma membrane, generating streams of CSC particles.

Cortical microtubules play a major role in guiding these

streams, as CSCs are delivered to, and follow the path of, micro-

tubules [1, 2, 16, 17].

Approximately 40% of CSCs are observed in the gaps be-

tween microtubules [18], yet exhibit aligned trajectories [19],

raising the question of how they are guided. We refer to these

unattached CSCs as autonomous complexes (ACs). It has

been proposed ACs are guided by corralling by nearby microtu-

bules [19]. However, ACs continue to display aligned trajectories

for hours after removal ofmicrotubules by treatment with oryzalin

[1], showing that corralling of ACs is not needed. It is possible

that ACs persist in their trajectories after detaching from

microtubules [1]. However, given the lifespan of CSCs has

been estimated to be �7 min [20], this mechanism cannot

explain how aligned AC trajectories are maintained for hours.

Instead, a microtubule-independent alignment mechanism is

implicated. Such a mechanism, based on mobile insertion

domains, has been proposed for generating helicoidal arrays

during secondary thickening [21], but the mechanisms involved

in growing plant cells remain unclear.

Here, we use live imaging of developing leaf cells to follow

AC dynamics. Because of the high density of microtubules,

following the behavior of ACs is technically challenging.

We therefore sought to introduce wider gaps between microtu-

bules by exposing leaves to various concentrations of oryzalin.

Combined imaging of cellulose synthase and microtubules

using GFP-CESA3 [22] and mCherry-TUA5 [16] in growing

leaves revealed both microtubule-associated CSCs (MCs) and

ACs (Figure 1A). Overnight treatment with intermediate concen-

trations of oryzalin (3.2–6.4 mM) led to large enough gaps be-

tween microtubules for both ACs and MCs to be tracked over

prolonged periods (Figures 1B–1D; Video S1). These intermedi-

ate concentrations did not affect the velocity of CSCs (Figure 1E),

although higher concentrations have been shown to slow them

down [23]. Both plus-end growth rates and minus-end shrink

rates of microtubules were reduced approximately fourfold (Fig-

ures 1F–1G). The plus-end shrink rate following catastrophe or

severing was approximately halved (Figure 1H). These findings

are consistent with intermediate concentrations of oryzalin

slowing down microtubule dynamics [24]. Oryzalin is thought

to act by binding to the alpha subunit of the tubulin dimer to

inhibit plus-end growth [25]. However, both minus-end shrink
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rate and plus-end growth rate are reduced, suggesting that ory-

zalin interferes with overall microtubule dynamics.

We used intermediate oryzalin treatments to monitor AC

behavior. AC lifespan was 8.2 min (SD = 3.5; n = 162), similar

to the lifespan reported for CSCs [20]. ACs spontaneously ap-

peared in gaps between microtubules, as previously docu-

mented [16, 20]. In about half of the cases (57/106), after their

appearance in a gap, ACs moved in a straight line until they

disappeared or encountered a microtubule. In the remaining

cases, ACs initially moved in a straight line but then changed

trajectory while still in the gap (Figure 2A; Video S1). The turning

angle varied from 10�–90� (Figure 2B), and the age of the AC at

the time of turning also varied (Figure 2C). After turning, ACs

sometimes turned a second (n = 5) or third time (n = 3). Taken

together, these findings indicate that factors extrinsic to ACs,

which cannot be microtubules, are guiding them.

A candidate extrinsic factor is the trail left by recently passing

ACs (AC-trail). To test this hypothesis, we examined the history

of AC trajectories in the vicinity of 55 cases where an AC had

shown a sharp turn. In 20 cases (�35%), the AC turned to follow

an AC-trail it encountered (Figures 2D–2F; Video S1); for 11 of

these cases, ACs were redirected by trails running toward

them, while 9 followed trails running away. In one of the 20

cases, the ACcrossed over an extant trail prior to interaction, indi-

cating that ACs can crossover other AC-trails but at a low

frequency. Turns occurred at a mean of 4 min (328 s; SD = 257)

after the trail-laying AC had passed (Figure 2G). The longest delay

since the AC had passed was 19 min. In the remaining 35 cases,

the turning AC did not encounter a recorded AC-trail within the

period of time-lapse imaging (�40 min). It is possible that they

encountered AC-trails left before the imaging began. The stability

of the AC-trail turning cue (>19 min) is consistent with it being the

cellulose microfibril synthesized by the trail-laying AC.

ACs could appear spontaneously along trails left by other

ACs (16 appearances were observed along the 55 trails; Fig-

ure 2H). In 11 cases, newly appearing ACs moved along the pre-

vious AC-trails in either direction, whereas in the remaining 5

cases, they immediately left the trail (Videos S1 and S2). ACs

occasionally disappeared on encounter with previous AC-trails

(Video S2). Thus, AC-trails induce a range of behaviors: the

turning of encountering ACs to join the trail, spontaneous ap-

pearances of new ACs that follow the trail, and disappearances

of encountering ACs. Redirection of ACs may be caused by

ACs colliding with nascent microfibrils (Figures 2I–2J). Axial

appearance indicates nascent microfibrils may provide cues

that promote insertion of CSCs.

Cellulose Synthase Trajectories Reorient in the
Absence of Microtubules and Are Sensitive to Cell Wall
Structure
To determine how a population of ACs behaves in the absence of

microtubules, seedlings expressing GFP-CESA3 and mCherry-

TUA5 were exposed to high concentrations of oryzalin (160 mM;

Figure 1D). Imaging of ACs started after all microtubules had

disappeared (1 h; Figures 2K and 2N). The dominant alignment

of AC trajectories persisted for many hours after microtubule

removal (17 h; Figures 2L and O). However, over longer periods,

the dominant alignment could change, sometimes shifting from

a longitudinal to oblique or transverse (43 h, 5 cells; Figures 2M

and 2P) or from oblique/transverse toward longitudinal (n = 5

cells). Thus, ACs can maintain alignments over many hours and

also change alignment over longer time periods, most likely

through interactions with nascent cellulose microfibrils.

If AC trajectories depend onmicrofibrils, theymight be sensitive

to enzymatic degradation of the cell wall. The effect of disrupting

wall integrity on microtubule alignments has previously been

evaluated using partial degradation with R10 cellulase [26], which

includes both exoglucanases and endoglucanases [27]. Endo-

glucanase treatments can promote randomized wall architecture

in cellulose-xyloglycan composites [28, 29].

Incubation of growing leaf cells with both R10 cellulase

and high concentrations of oryzalin led to cells swelling after

Figure 1. Influence of Different Concentrations of Oryzalin onMicro-

tubules

(A) Localization of CSCs in an untreated leaf cell. MCs (arrow heads) lie directly

over microtubules, and ACs (arrows) in the gaps between microtubules.

mCherry-TUA5 (red: microtubules) and GFP-CESA3 (green: CSCs).

(B–D) Microtubule distributions in cells exposed to 0 mM (B), 6.4 mM (C), and

160 mM (D) oryzalin.

(E–H)Whisker boxplots of CSC andmicrotubulemeasurements in the absence

(gray box) and presence (white box) of 6.4 mMoryzalin (x = mean). (E) Cellulose

synthase velocity. Number of CSCs measured = 100 for each condition (in

absence of oryzalin: median = 0.0045, mean = 0.0046 mm/sec, stdev = 0.0006,

3 cells and 2 plants; oryzalin-treated: median = 0.005, mean = 0.0047 mm/sec,

stdev = 0.0008, 6 cells and 2 plants). (F) Plus-end growth rate. Number of plus

ends measured = 24 (in absence of oryzalin: median = 0.08, mean = 0.08 mm/

sec, stdev = 0.03, 3 cells and 2 plants; oryzalin-treated: median = 0.02, mean =

0.02 mm/sec, stdev = 0.003, 6 cells and 2 plants). (G) Minus-end shrink rate.

Number of minus ends measured = 16 (in absence of oryzalin: median = 0.018,

mean = 0.02 mm/sec, stdev = 0.02, 3 cells and 2 plants; oryzalin-treated:

median = 0.005, mean = 0.005 mm/sec, stdev = 0.001, 6 cells and 2 plants). (H)

Plus-end shrink rate. Number of plus ends measured = 31 (in absence of or-

yzalin: median = 0.23, mean = 0.24 mm/sec, stdev = 0.12, 6 cells and 2 plants;

oryzalin-treated: median = 0.10, mean = 0.13 mm/sec, stdev = 0.09, 6 cells and

2 plants).

Asterisks mark distributions that are significantly different in the presence of

intermediate oryzalin (p < 0.00001, Mann-Whitney U test). Bar, 5 mm in (A);

4 mm in (D). See also Video S1.
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2–3 days. AC trajectories became less aligned, consistent with

disruption of cell wall integrity influencing AC guidance (Fig-

ure S1; Video S2). However, ACs still exhibited turning (arrows;

Figures S1A and S1C), indicating that the cellulase treatment

did not completely remove obstructing microfibrils.

It has been suggested that microfibrils can be aligned by bind-

ing to scaffold proteins or polysaccharides located in the cell

wall matrix [30]. The energy of binding is proposed to rotate

nascent microfibrils to align with the scaffold. Our results sug-

gest an alternative alignment mechanism: ACs are oriented by

collision with microfibrils in the wall. Disrupting the arrangement

of these microfibrils with R10 cellulase would then cause AC

trajectories to be less organized.

The effect of R10 cellulase treatment on AC trajectories con-

trasts with its lack of effect on microtubule organization [26].

Microtubule alignment is, however, sensitive to mutations or

drugs that inhibit cellulose synthesis [26]. Taken together with

our findings, these results suggest MCs play a role in stabilizing

microtubules, whereas feedback from the cell wall operates via

ACs, which do not influence microtubule dynamics.

The Autonomous Mechanism Is Overridden by the
Microtubule Guidance System
To explore how these two guidance systems interact, we

analyzed transitions between ACs and MCs at intermediate

oryzalin concentrations. MCs could spontaneously appear either

Figure 2. Trajectories of ACs in Cells Treated with Intermediate Oryzalin

(A) Video frames tracking an AC (arrowhead) after its first appearance. The time projection (traject) reveals the L-shaped trajectory.

(B) Histogram showing turning angles of ACs (n = 58, 7 cells and 2 plants).

(C) Histogram showing age of AC at time of turning (n = 58, 7 cells and 2 plants).

(D–F) Time projections showing an AC follow the trail left by a previous AC. (D) Arrowhead 1 shows the trail left by the first AC (AC1, the arrowhead also indicates its

direction of movement). (E) Arrowhead 2 shows the trajectory of a subsequent AC (AC2) that turns spontaneously (arrow shows turning point). (F) Superimposing

the trajectories in different colors (AC1 = green; AC2 =magenta) shows that AC2 turned to follow the trail left by AC1. The time interval covered by each projection

is shown in seconds.

(G) Histogram showing how long ago the trail-laying AC passed at the time of turning (n = 58, 7 cells and 2 plants).

(H) Angles between trajectory of ACs and previous AC-trails on which they emerged (i.e., 0� = the newly emerging AC follows the trail) (n = 20, 7 cells and 2 plants).

(I and J)Model for the redirection of ACs based on interactionswith cellulosemicrofibrils. (I) AC approaches obstructing cellulosemicrofibril. (J) AC redirects along

the trajectory of the obstructing microfibril. Arrows indicate AC’s direction of movement.

(K–M), Time projections showing the orientation of ACs trajectories (yellow lines) in a cell treated with 160 mMoryzalin at 1 (K), 17 (L), and 43 (M) h after removal of

microtubules. Each time projection covers 200 s.

(N–P) Quantification of the AC-trajectories shown in (K–M) at 1 (K), 17 (L), and 43 (M) h after removal ofmicrotubules. The trajectoriesweremeasured relative to the

cell’s long axis (i.e., bin 0�–30� corresponds to microtubules aligned with the cell’s long axis).

Bar, 2 mm in (A), (D), and (E); 1 mm in (F); 5 mm in (I–K). See also Videos S1and S2; Figure S1.
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on bundled microtubules, as previously described in [1], or on

recently born single microtubules (single status was verified by

kymographs) (Figures 3A, S2A, and S2B; Video S2). By following

50 MC appearances on single microtubules, we found 33 MCs

went toward the microtubule minus end, while the other 17 trav-

eled toward the plus end. MCs moving toward the minus end

typically reached the microtubule end and dropped off, causing

an MC-to-AC transition (Figure 3B; Video S3). The resulting ACs

continued with their trajectories for a period but then exhibited

turns, similar to that described above for spontaneously appear-

ing ACs (Figure 3C; Video S3). Analysis of 50 MCs that dropped

off minus ends showed that 23 (46%) displayed a turn, similar to

the proportion 49/106 (46%) for spontaneously forming ACs (see

above). Thus, when MCs transition to ACs, they behave in a

similar way to spontaneously forming ACs.

By contrast, plus-end directed MCs remained associated with

microtubules; MC translocation velocity was below that needed

to catch up with plus-end growth. Thus, MCs can transition to

ACs by exiting the minus ends of microtubules, and the resulting

AC can maintain the microtubule trajectory for a limited period.

To follow the opposite transition, we analyzed the fate of

ACs after encountering microtubules. Tracking 81 encounters

revealed two types of interaction. In half of the cases (41), the

AC disappeared upon microtubule encounter (Figure S3A;

Video S3). In the other half, ACs were redirected along the

microtubule to form MCs (Figure S3B; Video S3). Redirection

could occur with single or bundled microtubules, and ac-

counted for �30% of MCs on single microtubules (22 redirec-

tions versus 54 spontaneous MC appearances). The type of

AC-microtubule interaction was not dependent on the angle of

encounter (Figure S3C). Thus, ACs disappear or switch to

MCs upon encounter with microtubules—the interaction type

may depend on the presence of CSI-1/POM1 bound to them

[2, 17]. In three of the 81 encounters, ACs crossed over a

different microtubule before the encounter. The failure to

interact with the previous microtubule may reflect its deeper

location in the cytoplasm [31].

To determine whether the redirection by microtubules over-

rides, or is overridden by, the autonomous system, we followed

the fate of MCs encountering AC-trails. Tracking 12 of these

encounters showed that MCs did not change trajectory or

disappear when encountering AC-trails (Figures 3D, S2C, and

S2D; Video S4), suggesting that the affinity of CSCs to microtu-

bules can overcome the barrier created by nascent microfibrils

(Figures 3E and 3F). Thus, the microtubule guidance system

takes precedence over the autonomous system.

The dominance of the microtubule guidance system is also

consistent with observed reorientation dynamics. Normally, mi-

crotubules and CSC trajectories are coaligned and reorient at

a similar rate (within 1 h; [1, 22]; Figure S4A). In the absence of

microtubules, ACs take an order of magnitude longer to reorient

(�20 h). The difference in timescale suggests that microtubules

normally drive reorientation of CSCs. To test this hypothesis,

we filmed the behaviors of CSCs and microtubules before

and after the addition of oryzalin. As predicted, CSCs stopped

exhibiting rapid (hour-timescale) reorientations after microtu-

bules disappeared (Figure S4B).

The mechanisms driving reorientations for the microtubule

and autonomous systems are unclear. Reorientation behavior

may reflect polymer dynamics (e.g., initiation at divergent trajec-

tories and redirection or disappearance upon the encounter

with other polymer molecules). The parameters for these interac-

tions likely differ for the two systems, perhaps accounting for

their distinct timescales. Computational modeling of reorienting

behaviors, along the lines developed for studying cellulose

synthase [32, 33] and microtubule dynamics [34, 35], may help

clarify possible mechanisms.

Figure 3. Transitions of MCs to ACs and ACs to MCs

(A) Video frames following the trajectories of two MCs appearing on a single

microtubule. The asterisk marks the plus end of the young branch (which

reaches cell edge at time 400). The first MC (white arrowhead) moves toward

the minus end, whereas the second MC (yellow arrowhead) moves toward the

plus end. mCherry-TUA5 (red: microtubules) and GFP-CESA3 (green: CSCs).

(B) Video frames showing an MC (arrowhead) drop off the microtubule’s minus

end and then continuemoving in the same trajectory. The arrow (-ve)marks the

shrinking minus end of the microtubule.

(C) Time projections showing an MC change trajectory after dropping off the

minus end. The arrow head in projection 0–144 smarks the transition to an AC.

The arrow heads in projection 152–640 smark the skewed trajectory of the AC.

Projection 0–640 s shows the movement of the CSC over the entire period.

(D) Time projections showing amicrotubule and MC cross over a previous AC-

trail. The arrowheads in projection 0–688 s show the trail left by an AC. The

arrow heads in projection 1,948–2,376 s show the trajectory of microtubule

with MC. Yellow arrowheads mark the trajectory of the MC along direction

indicated by yellow arrow. Superimposing (SP) their trajectories shows that the

microtubule and MC cross the trail of the previous AC (white line).

(E and F) Model for MCs ignoring microfibrils. (E) MC approaches obstructing

cellulose microfibril. (F) MC passes beneath the obstructing microfibril. Brown

arrows indicate MC’s direction of movement.

Bar, 2 mm. See also Figures S2 and S3; Videos S1–S4.
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Microtubules Can Indirectly Guide ACs
By guiding MCs, microtubules should promote a corresponding

alignment of nascent microfibrils in the cell wall (Figures 4A and

4B). These nascent microfibrils will in turn guide ACs, generating

more nascent microfibrils that further promote the same align-

ment (Figure 4C). Consistent with this hypothesis, we found

that MC trails could cause encountering ACs to turn to follow

them (Video S4). Thus, MCs can guide ACs indirectly via nascent

microfibril trails.

Such a mechanism would predict that spontaneously arising

ACs would tend to follow the dominant alignment of microtu-

bules. To test this hypothesis, we tracked the trajectories of

newly emerging ACs in cells treated with intermediate concen-

trations of oryzalin. Plotting AC trajectories revealed that they

aligned with the dominant microtubule orientation (Figures 4D–

4G and S4C–S4F). These findings are thus consistent with mi-

crotubules indirectly guiding ACs.

A further prediction of indirect guidance is that ACs may

perpetuate microtubule orientations after microtubules have

disappeared. To test this prediction, we treated cells with high

oryzalin concentrations (160 mM) and imaged microtubules just

before they disappeared. All cells (8/8) displayed AC trajectory

orientations similar to those of the last microtubule alignment

�1 h after microtubule disappearance (Figures 4H, 4I, S4G,

and S4H). Given the CSC turnover rate of approximately

7–8 min ([20] and our measurements), most of these ACs would

not have directly experienced microtubule guidance. The

proportion of cells showing AC trajectories similar to the last

microtubule alignment decreased to �72% (16/22) and then

�33% (6/18) of cells after 18 and 42 h, respectively. None of

the 6 cells observed after 62 h displayed alignments matching

the last dominant microtubule orientation. Thus, a memory of

microtubule orientation is maintained, likely via the template of

microfibrils in the cell wall for several hours, and is then gradually

lost.

Such a memory system may also be involved in maintaining

secondary wall patterns during xylem vessels development. Es-

tablishing the pattern of secondary wall microfibrils requires mi-

crotubules, but the pattern can then be maintained in their

absence [36]. It was hypothesized that this maintenance may

be because of membrane-based guidance, restriction of Golgi

movement, or guidance by cell wall polymers. Our findings

are consistent with the latter hypothesis, with microfibrils

providing the guidance. Other candidate guidance polymers

are xylan and lignin which colocalize with microfibrils [37]. How-

ever, rather than maintain organized patterns, xylan and lignin

become disorganized when microtubules are removed in a

CESA mutant (baculites). Thus, their organization depends on

both CESA andmicrotubules, making it unlikely that they provide

an independent guidance system.

Role of Autonomous andMicrotubuleGuidance Systems
Given the ability of the autonomous system to maintain aligned

CSC trajectories, what is the biological role of microtubule

guidance? While the autonomous system can maintain CSC

alignments, its dependence on prior wall texture may render it

difficult to control through developmental or environmental

cues. The main role of the dominant microtubule guidance

system may therefore be to provide such control by allowing

a rapid and flexible mechanism for controlling cellulose microfi-

brils alignments that is less constrained by prior wall architecture

[38–40].

The dual guidance behavior we describe is akin to a model

for cell wall synthesis in rod-shaped bacteria, where it has

been proposed that cell wall synthesis complexes create a tail

of peptidoglycan that provide a template to guide other cell

wall synthesis complexes [8]. As with the plant cell wall, two

guidance mechanisms are at play: one dependent on interaction

Figure 4. Microtubules Indirectly Guide ACs

(A–C) Cartoon illustrating the hypothesis for indirect guidance of ACs by mi-

crotubules, looking down on the plasma membrane (gray). (A) Microtubules

guide MCs to deposit a corresponding alignment of nascent cellulose micro-

fibrils in the cell wall. (B) Microfibrils remain after the guiding microtubules and

MCs have gone (other microtubules also appear). (C) Microfibrils guide ACs to

follow them in a similar alignment.

(D–G) Trajectories of microtubules and newly appearing ACs in cell

treated with intermediate (6.4 mM) oryzalin. Orientations of microtubules

(D) and the corresponding time projection showing the trajectories of ACs

(E). The starts of trajectories are indicated by dots, colors indicate

overlapping trajectories. (F and G) The orientations of microtubules and

AC trajectories shown in (D) and (E), respectively, measured relative to

the cell’s long axis (0�). The distribution of AC orientations is not signifi-

cantly different from the distribution of microtubule orientations (p = 0.44,

chi square = 1.7, 2 degrees of freedom). The distribution of the AC orien-

tations is significantly different from a uniform distribution where there is an

equal chance of emerging at any angle (p = 0.034, chi square = 6.7, 2

degrees of freedom). AC trajectories were tracked over a 40 min interval.

(H and I) Memory of main microtubule orientation in cells treated with high

(160 mM) oryzalin. (H) Image of microtubules just before they disappeared. The

arrow heads mark the ends of microtubules. (I) The corresponding time pro-

jection taken �1 h after microtubules had gone, showing AC trajectories

(yellow lines). Trajectories were tracked over a �3 min period, n = 30.

Bar, 5 mm in (D), (E), and (H); 4 mm in (I). See also Figure S4; Video S4.
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with nascent wall fibers, the other on the cytoskeleton (actin

homolog MreB, playing the equivalent role of microtubules).

Having dual guidance may therefore provide a general mecha-

nism to ensure both strong coherence and flexibility of response,

allowing effective regulation of the growth and strength of cell

walls.
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Further information and requests for plant lines and raw data should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the corresponding author

and Lead Contact, Jordi Chan (jordi.chan@jic.ac.uk) and Enrico Coen (enrico.coen@jic.ac.uk).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Arabidopsis thaliana plants expressing GFP-CESA3 [22] were crossed with mCherry-TUA5 [16]. F2 seedlings were used for

experiments.

Growth conditions
Plants were grown on plates containing 1% (w/v) Agar, 1% (w/v) glucose, 0.43% (w/v) Murashige & Skoog powdered medium

including vitamins, 3 mM MES, PH 5.7. Seeds were stratified at 4�C for 2 days and then germinated at 20�C under a 16 h light/

8 h dark cycle. 5-6 day old seedlings were transferred from plates into a Bioimaging chamber [22, 42] containing 0.43% (w/v) Mur-

ashige & Skoog powderedmedium including vitamins containing 1% (w/v) glucose, pH 5.8. The growth mediumwas replaced after a

1-2 day acclimation period with growthmedia containing either 160 mMor 6.4 mMoryzalin (Sigma-Aldridge, 36182) or 160 mMoryzalin

and 2% (w/v) cellulase ‘‘Onozuka’’ R-10 (Yakult Pharmaceutical Ind, Japan). Note that although this cellulase preparation has high

cellulase activity, it still contains hemicellulases, and it degrades mannans, xylans, galactomannans, pectins and other polysaccha-

rides [27].

METHOD DETAILS

Microscopy
Near TIRF videos of leaf cells were collected using Zeis Elya PS1 microscope equipped with a 100 x/1.46 NA objective lens. GFP

was excited using a 488 nm laser and the emitted light filtered through a 495-550 band pass filter. A 561 nm excitation laser and

a BP575-640 nm emission filter were used for RFP imaging. GFP and RFP images were collected simultaneously. The TIRF angle

was typically set at 65-68. Videos were acquired with an interval of 2-8 s.

Confocal microscopy of leaf cells was carried out using either a Zeis 780 or 880 confocal laser scanning microscope equipped

with a x40/1.3 NA or x63/1.3 NA objective lens. A 488 nm laser and 495-550 band pass emission filter were used to image GFP.

A 561 nm excitation laser and a BP570-620 nm emission filter were used for RFP imaging. Confocal sections were collected at a

z-spacing of 0.2-4 mm and z stacks acquired with an interval of 4-8 s. For experiments carried out using high oryzalin concentrations

(160 mM), microtubules (mCherry-TUA5) were imaged first until they disappeared (a z stack was collected every 15 min). Imaging of

GFP-CESA3 (in addition to mCherry-TUA5) was then started �1 or �16 h after disappearance – depending on whether microtubule

removal was carried out in the morning or overnight, respectively.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Oryzalin Sigma-Aldridge Cat#36182

Cellulase ‘‘Onozuka’’ R-10 Yakult Pharmaceutical, Japan N/A

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Arabidopsis plants containing GFP-CESA3 [22] Available on request

Arabidopsis plants containing mCherry-TUA5 [16] Available on request

F2 Arabidopsis plants containing GFP-CESA3

and mCherry-TUA5

This paper Available on request

Software and Algorithms

ImageJ Freely available ImageJ https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

OrientationJ Plugin for ImageJ [41] N/A

Mann-Whitney U tests Freely available https://www.socscistatistics.com/tests/

mannwhitney/Default2.aspx.

Chi-square goodness of fit tests Freely available http://quantpsy.org/chisq/chisq.htm
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Image processing
All processing was carried out using Fiji, a version of ImageJ. Tools included in this software were used to project z-data using

maximum or sum projection, rotate, crop, align, reslice, adjust brightness and contrast, background subtract and add scale bars

and time stamps to videos. Montages were assembled using Adobe Photoshop.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification of microtubules (i.e., plus-end growth and shrink rates, minus-end shrink rates) and cellulose synthase (i.e., velocity)

were measured from kymographs projected along the trajectories of growing microtubules or moving CSCs using the Reslice tool of

ImageJ. Rates were estimated from the slopes of the traces.

For experiments with intermediate (6.4 mM) oryzalin, microtubule and AC trajectories were measured relative to the cell’s long axis.

For experiments with high oryzalin (160 mM), meanmicrotubule orientations and AC trajectories were quantified from sum projections

of z stacks (microtubule) or videos (GFP-CESA3) using the OrientationJ plugin [41]. Array orientations were classed as ether longi-

tudinal, oblique or transverse if the mean angle was between 0-30�, 30-60� or 60-90� relative to the cell’s long axis. Oblique arrays

were further classed as either S- or Z-oblique depending on whether microtubule or CSC trajectories went from the top left to bottom

right or top right to bottom left corners of the cell, respectively. To aid visualization, in some examples, AC trajectories were manually

tracked and labeled.

Mann-Whitney U tests were performed at (https://www.socscistatistics.com/tests/mannwhitney/Default2.aspx.). Tests were per-

formed using a significance level of 0.05, 2 tailed. Chi-square goodness of fit tests were performed at http://quantpsy.org/chisq/

chisq.htm, using a significance level of 0.05, two degrees of freedom.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

This study did not generate any unique code. Data are available at figshare:10.6084/m9.figshare.11406888.
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Figure S1: AC trajectories in cells treated with oryzalin and cellulase. Related to Figure 2. 

(A, C) Time projections showing the trajectories of newly-appearing ACs after 2- and 3-days exposure 

to the drugs, respectively.  Dots close to lines indicate the start of trajectories, colours indicate 

overlapping trajectories.  (B, D) Histograms of the orientations of AC trajectories shown in panels A 

and B, respectively.  The trajectories were measured relative to the cell’s long axis.  Bar = 5 µm.  See 

also Video S2. 



Figure S2: Kymographs of MCs.  Related to Figure 3. 

(A) Appearance of two MCs along a single microtubule. The kymograph was projected along the axis 

of the microtubule shown Figure 3A; The merge shows both imaging channels:  mCherry-TUA5 (red: 

microtubules) and GFP-CESA3 (green: CSCs).  The shape of the red trace is generated by the growth 

and shrinkage of the microtubule ends.  The saw-tooth appearance of the leading edge is generated 

by phases of growth and shrinkage of the plus end (+ve).  The sloping trace of the lagging edge is 

generated by the shrinkage of the minus end (-ve).  The arrow heads mark the appearance of MCs. 

The orientations of the green sloping traces show that the two MCs move in opposite directions: MC1 

moves towards the minus end, whereas MC2 moves towards the plus end (2).  Note: the microtubule 

trace contains one plus (+ve) and one minus end (-ve) indicating that it is single.  (B) Appearance of 

MCs before microtubule bundling.  The microtubule trace illustrates key features of a single 

microtubule becoming bundled in parallel (tub).    First, the appearance of additional plus and minus 

end traces (yellow arrows, +2, -2, respectively); and second, an increase in the intensity of 

fluorescence along the bundled portion due to the side-by-side arrangement of microtubules.  

Arrowheads mark the site of appearance of MCs which then travel towards the minus end of the 

microtubule. Note the MCs appeared before bundling took place (ces, merge).  (C-D), Kymographs 

supporting Figure 3D showing a microtubule and MC crossing at approximately right angles over a trail 

left by an AC.  (C)  Kymograph projected along the AC trajectory, generating a sloping trace 

(arrowhead; AC).  The crossing microtubule appears later and leaves a red vertical trace.  The arrow 

(MC) indicates the trace generated by the crossing MC. (D) Kymograph projected along the axis of the 

crossing microtubule. The AC appears as a spot (arrowhead: ac) in orthogonal view.  The red trace 

corresponds to the crossing microtubule. Edges generated from the plus and minus ends are marked 

+ve and -ve, respectively.  The arrow (mc) marks the sloping trace of the MC.  The dotted line indicates 

the position where microtubule and MC crossover the trail of the AC.  Bar: A, C, D = 2 µm; B = 3 µm. 

Time = sec.  See also Videos S2-S3. 



Figure S3: AC interactions with microtubules. Related to Figure 3. 

(A)  Video frames showing an AC (arrowhead) disappear on encountering a microtubule.  (B) Video 

frames showing an AC (arrowhead) redirect on encountering a microtubule.  (C)  Frequency histogram 

showing angles of redirection (black bars) versus disappearance (grey bars).  N= 81, 7 cells, 3 plants. 

Bar A = 0.75 µm; B = 2 µm, Time = sec.  See also Video S3. 



Figure S4: CSC behaviour in cells exposed to different oryzalin concentrations.  Related to Figure 4. 

(A) Time projections showing CSC trajectories change orientation in the absence of oryzalin.  In this 

example, they changed from transverse (0-3 min) to oblique (20-23 min).  Each image reflects the 

movement of CSCs over ~ 3 min period.  (B) Time series showing the behaviour of CSCs in the 

presence and absence of 160 µM oryzalin.   Before oryzalin was added, microtubule (TUA5) and CSC 

trajectories (CESA3) regularly changed orientation from mixed (0 min) to oblique (111 min) and were 

longitudinal when oryzalin was added at 239 min.   CSC trajectories remained longitudinal when the 

cells were imaged 2 (400 min) and 4 hours (545 min) later when microtubule were gone.  Yellow 

lines indicate CSC trajectories.  The trajectories were marked from videos covering ~ 4 min period.  

(C-H) Microtubules indirectly guide ACs.   Microtubule (C) and AC (D) trajectories are similar in a cell 

treated with 6.4 µM oryzalin.  Dots close to lines indicate the start of trajectories, colours indicate 

overlapping trajectories.  (E-F) Quantification of the orientations of microtubules and AC trajectories 

shown in panel C and D, respectively.  The distribution of AC orientations is not significantly different 

from the distribution of microtubule orientations (p= 0.8, chi square = 0.4, 2 degrees of freedom).  



The distribution of AC orientations is significantly different from a uniform distribution where there 

is an equal chance of emerging at any angle (p= 0.031, chi square = 7, 2 degrees of freedom).   

Trajectories were tracked over a 27 min interval, n=55.  (G-H) AC trajectories reflect the orientations 

of the last microtubules in cell treated with 160 µM oryzalin. (G) Image of the microtubules before 

they disappeared.  The last microtubules were parallel to the cell’s long axis (arrow heads mark the 

ends of microtubules).  (H) The corresponding time projection taken ~1 hour after microtubules had 

gone showing the orientations of AC trajectories (yellow lines) were also parallel to the cell’s long 

axis.  Trajectories were tracked over a period of ~3 min, n= 30.  Bar: A =6 µm; B = 15 µm; C, D, H= 5 

µm; G = 2.5 µm. 
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